Abstract-Parallel and distributed computing infrastructure are increasingly being embraced in the context of manufacturing applications, including real-time scheduling. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of one such framework that can work on the Internet, with applications in manufacturing. The architecture, aliased as DPAC (Distributed and Parallel Computing framework), has the goal of harnessing the Internet's vast, growing computational capacity for ultra-large, coarse-grained parallel applications. The idea is to bring together diverse, heterogeneous, geographically distributed computing environments in order to attack large-scale computing problems. We present a scalable and fault-tolerant architecture in DPAC and the results of running performance experiments. DPAC is implemented on the interoperable, increasingly secure, and ubiquitous platform, viz, Java. The unique feature of DPAC is that it frees application developers from concerns about complex interprocess communication and fault tolerance among Internet-worked hosts and supports piecework and branch-and-bound computational models. We describe an implementation and present case studies showing the effectiveness in solving complex combinatorial optimization problems in the context of manufacturing systems.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ISTRIBUTED and parallel computing framework (DPAC) is an object-oriented infrastructure for global computing. To bring together computational resources to attack a single large problem, existing algorithms must be made to work in a distributed fashion. The problem of distributing a computation has been studied and is understood in the context of traditional computing environments. Projects such as Legion [1] , Linda [2] , Condor [3] , and Globus [4] all provide basic software infrastructure for supporting parallel computing. For application programmers, however, using these infrastructures to build a metacomputing application can be quite difficult. Most of these frameworks either are not designed with heterogeneity of hardware and operating systems in mind, or require knowledge of network programming to be able to connect the various computing components. Our software programming Manuscript received December 19, 2001 . This paper was recommended for publication by Associate Editor M. Fayad and Editor N. Viswanadham upon evaluation of the reviewers' comments.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TRA. 2002.802236 framework is a complete, easy-to-use tool whereby users can distribute large, diverse, scientific computation in a metacomputing environment.
The primary purpose of this paper is to describe the implementation of a software framework based on Master-Worker paradigm [5] that enables users to build applications quickly and easily, and that runs on a metacomputing platform. Contributions to fault tolerance and scalability, intended to support larger sets of computational resources, are presented. The paper presents a branch-and-bound computational model, piecework computational model, a corresponding application programming interface, implementation of a scalable task scheduler, and a fault-tolerance scheme.
By providing a portable, secure programming system, Java holds the promise of harnessing this large heterogeneous computer network as a single, homogeneous, multiuser multiprocessor. There are many issues that affect every global computation, including performance, correctness, scalability, and fault tolerance. Some research projects that are designed to exploit these include Popcorn [6] and Atlas [7] . DPAC is designed to obtain the performance of massively parallel implementation and providing a simple application programming interface (API), allowing designers to focus on recursive decomposition of the parallelizable part of the computation. The application programmer gets the performance benefits of massive parallelism without adulterating the application logic with interprocess communication and fault tolerance details. The resulting code should run well, as a set of processes that changes during execution. DPAC handles all interprocess communication and fault tolerance for the application programmer.
The goal of DPAC system is to exploit the networked resources of the (mini) world as a distributed computer and to develop an infrastructure that exploits idle resources both within and among institutions.
A. DPAC and Manufacturing Control
Although the infrastructure in DPAC is intended for use with computers on the Internet, it indeed can be applied in the context of manufacturing control applications that require real-time decision making. For instance, we refer to the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) protocol sponsored by General Motors [8] . One can build a distributed control architecture using MAP, as indicated in Fig. 1 .
The host computer needs to solve several real-time problems. For instance, it has to decide on the beginning time of jobs that need to be processed and controlled by individual cell controllers; in this case, a scheduling problem is solved. Typically, solving scheduling problems to optimality is computationally challenging. Hence, one resorts to some form of enumeration in combination with heuristics [9] . Since the computer has to decide in real time, sequential algorithms need to be parallelized so as to reduce the time required for computation. In this context, one can utilize the processing capacity available at the individual cell controllers, or even the programmable controllers at the machine level. Thus, DPAC can be utilized over these computers to solve real-time problems in the context of manufacturing. In fact, with the proliferation in the use of information technology in manufacturing, it is not inappropriate to have web-enabled virtual factories, where the various controllers need not be co-located. They can be on the Internet, if not on the corporate intranet.
In this paper, a scheduling application is presented that typically fits a distributed manufacturing control system. We also solve the same using our architecture and present some encouraging results.
B. Desirable Properties of DPAC
The design goal of DPAC is to achieve several desirable properties for any global computing infrastructure, including the following.
1) Scalability: It must scale to millions of nodes (processors). 2) Heterogeneity: It must include a variety of hardware platforms and operating systems, all of which must interoperate. 3) Fault Tolerance: An application should tolerate most failures and should have a probability of completion consistent with traditional applications.
4) Adaptive parallelism:
The applications must dynamically exploit a varying collection of resources, so that long-running applications can grow, shrink, and migrate as required. 5) Safety: The system must ensure that foreign applications obey local limits on data access and resource utilization, so that users will be willing to add their machines to the global pool. 6) Anonymity: When they wish, users should be able to farm out their applications without risking any proprietary data. 7) Ease of use: The system should be easy to use. 8) Reasonable performance: The performance should show linear speedup for large classes of applications, and should have sufficiently low overhead so as to see a benefit even with only few machines. We observe here that although the above properties are ideal, we were able to achieve, to a reasonable extent, some of the above properties, about which we discuss further on. This paper is organized as follows. The following section discusses related work in this area. In Section III, we present the architecture of DPAC. The associated technical issues are discussed in Section IV. We present the DPAC application programming interface in Section V. In Section VI, we present two important case studies (applications) in manufacturing: one on parallel machine scheduling and the other on the traveling salesperson problem. We conclude in Section VII by summarizing our work and presenting future research and implementation issues.
II. RELATED WORK
As high-performance distributed computation became more feasible and more widespread, the challenges involved in constructing distributed and parallel computing infrastructure received increasingly more attention. Some of the most recent network computing approaches include Condor [3] , Linda [2] , PVM [10] , JMPI [11] , Legion [1] , and Globus [4] . The goal of Legion project is to provide application-controlled fault tolerance, improved response time, and greater throughput. Globus is an execution environment involving high-speed networks connecting supercomputers. All the above systems require the maintenance of binaries for all architectures used in the computation.
The flexibility of Java for global parallel computing has been observed by several other researchers. These projects include Popcorn [6] and Atlas [7] designed to run parallel applications and provide a specific programming model. Other recent systems such as JPVM [10] and Java-MPI [11] use Java to overcome heterogeneity, but are not intended to execute on anonymous machines. There has been substantial work in the last decade geared toward heterogeneity and open systems. However, standards for interoperability and portability emerged only a couple of years ago.
We now present in some detail, work which is close in spirit to ours. Piranha [12] is a complete open source solution for Linux providing high availability (HA), Internet protocol (IP) service monitoring, and failover and load balancing. The Red Hat High Availability Server is a software product designed to provide HA services (clustering, load balancing, node failover, etc.) in the Linux marketplace. It is currently an integration of Red Hat Linux, the Piranha clustering software, and the Linux Virtual Server (LVS) software. Piranha is a collection of programs that interact with each other to provide a clustering solution. It is vital to note that cluster computing consists of two distinct branches. 1) Compute clustering that uses multiple machines to provide greater computing power for computationally intensive tasks. This type of clustering is not addressed by Piranha [13] . 2) High Availability (or HA) clustering uses various technologies to gain an extra level of reliability for a service. HA clustering is the focal point for Piranha.
Thus, Piranha does not provide for the computing services that are provided in DPAC.
Another framework worth considering is PLinda [14] . A variant of Linda [2] , persistent Linda (PLinda) strives to provide for fault tolerance and the effective utilization of idle workstations, an objective very close to that of DPAC. The architecture apparently provides a combination of checkpointing and transaction support on both data and program state. The traditional (database) transaction model is optimized and extended to support robust parallel computation. Treatable failures in PLinda include processor and main memory hard and slowdown failures and network omission and corruption failures. It may be noted that the implementation was done in C++ and experiments were run on Sun Sparc machines. The architecture does not support heterogeneity, while DPAC can be run on several types of machines, as our experimentation indicates. Also, in PLinda, one cannot add compute servers (clients, as per PLinda) dynamically, once a computation has been initiated, which is possible in DPAC. The way we handle fault tolerance is by maintaining a computation tree which will be discussed in Section IV-A. We do not recover failed transactions, unlike in PLinda. If a worker does not come up with a response due to failure, we time out and assign it to a new worker. We feel that procedures like checkpointing will result in overheads. Finally, PLinda does not accommodate machines on the Internet. It seems to have been implemented on a LAN. Whereas in DPAC, workers can participate via the Internet as long as the DPAC-API is available.
The SuperWeb [15] architecture, on the other hand, supports global computing with three kinds of participants: brokers, clients, and hosts. Brokers coordinate the supply and demand for computing resources. Hosts offer their resources as a commodity by registering with the broker. Clients are users or computers that need extra computational resources. The architecture is still under implementation, with initial ones being run on intranets of large organizations. According to the authors, SuperWeb is ideally suited where communications among the parallel processes is minimal. We have tested DPAC on algorithms where communication does exist among the workers (the scheduling case study indeed is fine grained) and obtained encouraging results. Also, SuperWeb does not account for fault tolerance.
The search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI) project [16] is yet another recent attempt at creating a massive supercomputer using several publicly available personal computers. Individuals will have to download a screen-saver program that will not only provide the usual attractive graphics when their computer is idle, but will also perform sophisticated analysis of SETI data using the host computer. The architecture is tailor made for solving the scientific computing problem of locating lives in other galaxies. It is essentially equivalent to the client-server paradigm of computation rather than the master-worker-client paradigm adapted in DPAC. Validity checks are done at the server end so as to eliminate incorrect responses from clients. The code for solving the pieces of computation was ported to several platforms, and the client has to download the program depending on the configuration of the computer at its end. It may be noted that SETI uses Internet computing in a more or less passive way, while DPAC adopts the grid [17] approach to computing, providing the necessary software and services to programmers, in the form of APIs.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF DPAC
DPAC architecture has three basic system entities, Client, Master, and Workers. A Client is a process seeking computing resources; a Worker is a process offering computing resources; a Master is a process that coordinates the allocation of computing resources. Fig. 2 illustrates the DPAC architecture. Clients register their tasks to be run with the master, workers register their intention to run tasks with the master. The master assigns tasks to workers, that then run the tasks and send results back to the client. Even a client can host the computation.
DPAC master, worker registry, naming service, and communication is based on Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI). We are aware that, since RMI is implemented on the top of transfer communication protocol (TCP), we will suffer a slight performance penalty. However, since the focus of this work is on enhancing scalability and heterogeneity, we are more interested in a convenient distributed object technology that hides the peculiarities of the communication subsystem from the developer. The application programmer no longer needs to implement communication primitives. Of course, the use of RMI requires the presence of JDK1.1.x or later at any host participating in DPAC computation.
One of the most important goals of DPAC is simplicity, i.e., to enable everyone connected to Internet or Intranet to easily participate in DPAC. The design is based on a widely used component like portable-language Java. Java offers the basic infrastructure needed to integrate computers connected to the Internet into a seamless distributed computational resource, an infrastructure for running coarse-grained parallel applications on numerous, anonymous machines.
By simply running worker class on local Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and pointing to master running on an anonymous machine with its IP address, users automatically make their resources available to host parts of parallel computations. This is achieved by starting a small daemon that waits and listens for tasks from the master. The simplicity of this approach makes it easy for a worker to participate. All that is needed is JVM, DPAC class library, and IP address of the master machine. All communication must be routed through the master. Therefore, in general, coarse-grained applications with high computation-tocommunication ratios are well suited to DPAC. With a new JDK1.2 security model, it is possible to run Java applications just as secure as applets.
A. Naming Service
When a worker or client wants to connect to DPAC, it first must find a master that is willing to serve it. DPAC uses scalable, fault-tolerant RMI registry service that enables lookup of master. It is used not only to aid workers who are searching for master, but also to aid workers and master who are looking for application class of client to load.
B. Master Network and Resource Management
Master runs a daemon thread registering itself to the registry. It can only handle a constant number of workers. Since master is expected to be a lot more stable and reliable than other workers, certain conditions are to be met. The master must run on a host with a permanent connection to the network, and the user donating a master host must be prepared to run master for a long duration.
When a worker connects to master, the master enters the worker in a tree data structure with client as parent, and null if no client is running. All workers will not receive the parent, instead, they will later become children of the client. This way master maintains the workers which are set on standby until a client becomes active. When client connects, all workers are activated in a single operation and client information is passed to the workers. Master can individually set how many workers it can administer. Master has a thread running for each worker and has remote handle to function wait_for_death() in the respective workers. In case of a worker failure, master receives an exception, and the master unregisters the worker, removing its entry from the worker table and cleans up the worker resources.
C. Code Distribution
Client and master do not actively lookup for workers to join a computation. Workers can join at any time by contacting the master. If every worker that participates in a computation had to go to the client to load the application class, this would soon lead to a bottleneck for a large number of workers. Therefore, first the master acts as a cache on behalf of the client. The loading and caching mechanism is implemented as a modification to the standard Java classloader. Wherever a loadclass() fails at worker, it is translated to an RMI call to the master, which in turn will deliver the requested class, the client will finally be contacted and delivers the original class file, which will be then cached at master. Subsequent requests by workers will not reach the client again, thus eliminating the bottleneck in the system. Presently, like a standard classloader, the DPAC classloader loads all classes on demand, i.e., only when they are needed. To increase execution performance, it might be beneficial to preload application classes in future. We describe the sequence (see Fig. 3 ) from the moment a client application is willing to execute until a worker has received the code to participate in the computation.
1) The worker registers with the master and shows intention to provide computing resources to run the tasks. 2) Master sets the registered workers on standby till it has no client and hence, no application to run. 3) The client registers with the master seeking computing resources. It also sends a description of the application (name of the application class and ID of the client). 4) Master assigns the workers to this client and returns the application information to all the workers. 5) A new worker can join the system by starting the daemon and contacting master asking for code to execute. 6) The worker daemon, after getting the application information, executes the above mentioned class-loading mechanism to load the application. 7) A new thread is created and the application starts to execute on this worker. To summarize, the interface to DPAC has two parts. Firstly, users submit jobs to the local datamanager and send information about the application to the master. Secondly, master assigns the workers to this client so that workers can start stealing work from client and send back the results after executing those tasks.
D. Model of Computation
DPAC supports both piecework as well as the branch-andbound computation model. The branch-and-bound method, which generalizes the piecework model of computation, intelligently enumerates all feasible points of a combinatorial optimization problem: not all feasible solutions are examined. Branch-and-bound, in effect, proves that the best solution is found without necessarily examining all feasible solutions. The method successively partitions the solution space (branches) and prunes a subspace, when there is sufficient information to infer that none of the subspace's solutions are as good as a current solution (bound). The computational model implies the following requirements.
1) Tasks are to be generated during computation.
2) When worker discovers a new best cost, it propagates it to all other workers. 3) Detecting termination in a distributed implementation requires knowing when all subspaces (children) have been either fully examined or killed. The challenge is, with minimum communication, to enable the creation of tasks which can be distributed, propagate new bounds rapidly to all workers, and to enable the scheduler to detect tasks that have been completed or killed. Scheduler is not just needed for termination detection, but also for fault tolerance, i.e., to determine which tasks need to be rescheduled.
IV. TECHNICAL ISSUES
We now elaborate on the various technical issues associated with the implementation of DPAC. Some features covered include fault tolerance, scalability, heterogeneity, security, and the computational economics issues. We also justify the choice of technologies used.
A. Fault Tolerance
We may resort to the following (see [18] ) types of failures in distributed computing contexts. Omission failures occur when a server omits to respond to a request. Response failure occurs when a server responds incorrectly to a request (it either returns a wrong value, or undergoes incorrect state transitions with respect to data values). Crash failures are implied in the presence of repeated omission failures. This can be either an amnesia crash, pause crash, or a halting crash [18] . Byzantine failures are a combination of all the above types. Recovery from such failures can be effected by building necessary services in the architecture, including checkpointing transactions as in [14] . In the case of DPAC, we mask these failures by rescheduling the failed processor jobs to other workers, using time-out mechanisms and the problem tree mechanism described below. Workers that never return an answer are removed from the framework due to the time-out mechanism at the master. In the case of sudden failure of workers, the partial work is not recovered; we reschedule the same to other workers.
For fault tolerance purposes, DPAC employs distributed scheduling, where a piece of work can be reassigned to an idle processor in case its result has not been reported. It is a low-overhead way of ensuring progress of failures or varying processor speeds.
The DPAC scheduling logic is located at the client. The basic data structure required is a heap-like problem tree, which the client maintains to keep track of computation status. The tree has a node for every piece of work the problem can possibly generate and is structured as follows. At its root is the complete, undivided problem itself; its children are the subproblems resulting from a single split of the root problem, and so on, until the atomic pieces of the problem appear at the leaves of the tree. Each node can be in one of the three states: done, meaning the result for the subproblem has been received by the client; partly done, meaning result for the subproblem has been received by the client for some but not all subproblems (descendents) of this subproblem; and undone, meaning that no results whatsoever have been received by the client for this subproblem. Initially, all nodes are in undone state.
In the first part of processing, the client records all incoming results. Specifically, the client marks the subproblem corresponding to the incoming result as done, and then recurses up the problem tree marking ancestors of the subproblem either done or partly done depending on their current status. The first result for a subproblem is always recorded and passed to the client's result handler. Any subsequent results for the same subproblem are simply discarded.
In the second part of processing, the scheduling routine is invoked only when the clients task queue is empty, and the worker fails to steal work from the client. In this case, the client selects the next piece of work marked undone for rescheduling. Since the problem tree is organized as an array with work (piece) sizes monotonically decreasing, this piece is guaranteed to be the largest available undone piece. The next time selection is invoked, it will proceed from the current point to select the next largest undone piece, and so on. By selecting largest available piece of work and reissuing it for processing, the distributed work stealing ensures that this work will be split up and distributed among the participating workers just as the pieces were distributed initially.
Figs. 4-6 give an example of scheduling. In Fig. 4 , we see how the result of the atomic piece with ID 4 arrives at the client. The client subsequently marks all its ancestors including the root as partly done. In Fig. 5 , another result arrives for the atomic piece with ID 3. Now the client can also mark the parent node of this piece as done. Finally, in Fig. 6 , we show how, assuming no results arrive at the client and work stealing has failed, the client selects piece number 2 as the largest undone piece of work. The piece will now be reissued for host work. It may be split subsequently and part of it stolen by other workers.
B. Scalability
When we say that a global computational infrastructure is scalable, we mean that its components have bounded power, bounded computational rate, and bounded communication rate. In particular, to make DPAC scalable, the master, client, and worker each possess bounded power. These bounds imply that, for example, client, master, and workers can communicate with only a fixed number of other components during a fixed interval of time. Thus, at any point of time, there are bounds on the number of connections between the master and workers and between the client and master.
The fundamental concept underlying our approach of task scheduling is work stealing, a distributed scheduling scheme made popular by Cilk Project [19] . The approach is entirely demand driven. When a worker runs out of work it requests work from the client that it knows. The computational load is balanced as long as number of tasks is high relative to the number of workers-a property well suited for adaptively parallel systems.
In the implementation of task scheduling, we use the task queue data structure local to each host containing chunks of work. The working principle of double-ended queue (deque) is as follows. Tasks get split in a task queue until a certain minimum granularity, determined by the application, is reached, and then they are processed. When a worker runs out of local tasks, it requests work from client, retrieves it, and computes one task at a time. This helps each worker to get a quantity of work commensurate with its capabilities. The client is the root of its tree of workers and manages the worker tree. When a worker joins a computation, it is assigned a leaf position in the worker tree by the tree manager. The worker tree fanout can be set, for each application, at startup.
The key problems in building a scalable architecture are distributing the code efficiently to a potentially very large number of workers, identifying workers for clients for its computation, and managing the exchange of data between workers after an application has been successfully started. We now describe our approach to solving these problems. The complete state transition diagram of a worker during its lifetime is as shown in Fig. 7 . If a worker has not joined DPAC, it is in state "NoHost." The transition to "Standby" is made by starting DPAC daemon and then registering with a master. We have already explained how the code is shipped so that an application is ready to start, causing a state transition from "Standby" to "Ready." Data is exchanged amongst workers by our task scheduling mechanism that allows the worker to run the application, and therefore the transition to "Running." The diagram has two more sets of transitions, a natural way back from each state to the previous when a phase has terminated, and a set of interrupt transitions (dashed lines) that lead back to the "NoHost" state when a user withdraws the worker from the system. Adding the above mechanisms in DPAC makes it scalable. One can add as many workers and clients to the system and still handle large pieces of work since the scheduling/allocation of jobs is streamlined. We summarize as follows. The scalability of the scheduling comes from distributed work stealing. The scalability of the applications comes from the programming model, which has no predefined limit on the usable resources, such as a target number of processors.
C. Adaptive Parallelism
The work-stealing scheduler and the tree-structured programming model of DPAC allow programs to run on a set of workers that can grow (due to new workers joining) and shrink over time (due to failures). When idle, the worker can automatically join the execution of a parallel program by work stealing. Contrarily, when the worker is no longer available, all of its subcomputations are reassigned to another worker. This feature is common in many grid computing frameworks (see [17] ).
D. Interoperability
We observe that for the grid computing framework to be as large based as possible (in terms of the number of participating computers), we require DPAC to support processing on heterogeneous machines. This means that the computers have different cental processing unit (CPU) makes and run different operating systems. To incorporate heterogeneity in the architecture, one could precompile the binaries on several combinations of processors and operating systems (as is done in [16] ). This would mean the availability of programmers who can skillfully port applications written a native language to several operating system platforms, as well as hardware platforms. We did not adopt this approach. Instead, we make the client ship portable, interpreted bytecode (Java bytecode is an example). This clearly makes the user less burdened in terms of programming.
The basic heterogeneity comes from Java for free, however, we must be able to port the servers programmed in DPAC and all of its libraries to each platform. In the future, we expect the number of quality Java libraries to increase dramatically, making this task easy to accomplish.
Also, to circumvent the problem of low execution speeds while using Java, modern techniques such as just-in-time (JIT) compilation and dynamic compilation are available that can eliminate most of the interpretation overhead by compiling pieces of the application machine code. In fact, compared to shipping precompiled binaries as in [14] or [16] which requires the host machine to trust the binaries, Java does provide for added security features. We discuss more issues in Section IV-F.
E. Security
We look at security from two perspectives. 1) Worker's view: We should not allow client codes to make unrestricted access to the worker's resources (including processor, memory, disk, etc.). This will ensure that more users participate in DPAC as workers. This was indeed one of the motivations for us to use interpreted code (Java bytecode), unlike in PLinda [14] where C++ executables are shared. 2) Client's view: Since the workers execute the byte code of clients, it is required to ensure that the worker does not get access to client's sensitive data and algorithms. For instance, if we run stock market applications on DPAC, the data and algorithms are indeed sensitive from client's perspective. This requires the use of encrypted computing, which is itself in a stage of active research [20] . For instance, one could encrypt the data that is sent and use decryption to reclaim the results, while neither the master nor the workers have knowledge of real data. Alternatively, the algorithm itself could be encrypted (see, for instance, [15] ). For the type of problems solved in this paper, encrypting the data seems to be the more easily implementable one. We do not provide support for encryption or decryption in DPAC, which we reserve for future work. The current architecture of DPAC predominantly supports security from the worker's viewpoint. As far as the client is concerned, we provide a relatively weak form of anonymity in DPAC. A worker executing a stolen subtree cannot determine the original source of the computation, since all results are collected and processed by the client. Thus workers, at best, can gain a limited knowledge of the client's data/algorithms; they cannot get the big picture.
Also, there could be a host of issues like denial-of-service attacks by spurious clients, code containing virus (not likely in our case, since code is interpreted), etc., which can be preempted by known methods (see [21] ) at the worker's or the master's end. This again is not part of DPAC.
F. Computational Economics
As has been proposed in SuperWeb [15] , it would be ideal to have a scheme for charging clients for the amount of processing that they have submitted to DPAC. But this calls for more overheads in the system. A separate component has to be identified with the task of efficient billing and crediting. Protection will have to be provided against spurious workers participating with arbitrary and suspicious bids for computation. Mechanisms should be in place to ensure that the workers indeed did some computation and did not merely return some numerical figures. We see that these contribute to the computation time; neverthe-less, because it motivates more workers to join DPAC in the Internet setting, we leave this as an issue for future implementations.
G. Choice of Technology
RMI is a set of API that allows developers to build distributed applications in the Java programming language. RMI uses Java language interfaces to define remote objects and a combination of Java serialization technology and the Java Remote Method Protocol (JRMP) to turn local method invocations into remote method invocations [22] . We have used Java RMI as already indicated, for implementing remote method invocations. We considered the common object request broker architecture (CORBA) as a competing technology, and decided in favor of RMI for the following reasons. Since our intention is to assist clients which have parallelized algorithms, we assume that the algorithm is coded in a single programming language. As such, there is no necessity to integrate with codes written in other languages. Whereas, CORBA is essentially meant to be implemented when one is trying to link disparate islands of software programs, for example, linking a business application written in COBOL with another one that runs using C/C++. Also, CORBA does not allow executable files to be sent to remote systems (whereas Java RMI does). It only allows (see, for instance, [23] ) primitive data types and structures to be passed and not the actual code, while RMI allows Java objects to be passed and returned as parameters. This allows new classes to be passed across virtual machines for execution, which feature was exploited in our experimentation.
Also, describing services in CORBA requires the use of an interface definition language (IDL) and one requires IDL-to-(programming)language mapping tools to create code stubs based on the interface. All these contribute to overheads in a predominantly compute-intensive architecture like ours. CORBA may well suit an enterprise application integration solution.
Specifications including J2EE and .NET are specifically meant for building enterprise components with applications in enterprise resource planning (ERP) type of software. For instance, to reduce costs in fast-track enterprise application design and development, the J2EE platform provides a component-based approach to the design, development, assembly, and deployment of enterprise applications [22] . Features including security and persistence of transactions are tailor made for such applications. Indeed, the J2EE platform supports JRMP.
In our experiments, we designed and implemented components specific to DPAC in Java. The packages which are going to be described in the next section are indeed components. We hope that they can be potentially integrated with other J2EE based applications when DPAC is made to run with such applications.
V. DPAC API
In this section, we illustrate our system from an application programmer's point of view. We first present the classes needed by the programmer to create a DPAC application.
A DPAC application consists of one client and many workers. The client is responsible for initiating the computation, managing the problem, and collecting the results. It may or may not do part of the actual computation. The workers help the client manage and compute the problem. The client code executes on a single machine, while the host code is distributed throughout the DPAC network and executed on many different machines.
The application programmer must provide code for both the client and the worker, which may actually be joined together in a single source file as our example below shows, plus the implementation of three interfaces needed by the system.
A. DPAC Package
This package contains all the core classes needed by the client, workers, and the master. The programmer writing an application for DPAC only needs to get acquainted with the Client class.
public class Client { public Client(String className, String master); public void begin(DataManager dm); public void terminate(); } DPAC client must instantiate the client class. The only constructor of client takes the top-level class name (used to load the host classes), the master's host name, and any input data that workers may need as arguments. Once the client is ready to start the computation, the client invokes the begin() method. Its parameter is an RMI handle to the client's data manager, which will be cached on the master and passed on to a worker upon registration. The begin() method causes the client to register with the master, which in turn assigns workers to the client's computation. The terminate() method unregisters the client, allowing the master to clean up and stop assigning workers to the client. It should be called after the computation is done to detach gracefully from the master.
B. DPAC UTILITY Package
To manage the computation, clients and workers must instantiate the data manager in this package. Data managers dictate how the computation is divided, how workers obtain work, and how results return to the client. They are also responsible for providing scalability and fault tolerance. DPACDataManager implements the DataManager interface shown below. public interface DataManager { public void addWork(Splittable work); public Splittable getWork(); public void sendResult(Serializable res); public void propagate(Serializable val); } The three main methods are addWork(), getWork(), and returnResult(). In our model, a client uses the first method to pass new work to the data manager. In our model of computation, this method is typically only executed once by the client to initialize the computation. The getWork() method is used by a worker to obtain an atomic piece of the computation. In case the computation produces a usable result, the worker passes that result to the client using the returnResult() method, which also invokes the result processing at the client.
To support the travelling salesperson problem (TSP) application's bound propagation, the propagateValue() method was added. It passes on a new bound value to the data manager's propagation thread, which in turn sends the new bound asynchronously to all workers.
The programmer must also tell the data manager how to notify his application whenever a new result arrives and when all the work is complete. This is done by the methods setResultListener() and setDoneListener(). The two methods are mainly needed on the client which needs to process results and is interested in knowing when the computation is complete.
We now mention how the client conveys its work to a data manager. For this, the programmer defines a class, representing the type of work to be done, that implements the Splittable interface, shown below. The data manager uses the Splittable methods to divide and distribute the work to workers. public interface Splittable { public boolean canSplit(); public SplitArray split(); public int getObjectSize(); } The split() method splits the work represented by a particular object into suitable subobjects. The results of the split are returned in a variable-size array. The canSplit() method determines if a split is possible and is always invoked prior to split() method. If canSplit() returns false, the split() method will not be called. Finally, the getObjectSize() method simply returns the integer size of the piece of work. 
C. Application
VI. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we discuss two important applications of DPAC in the context of manufacturing systems. In the first case study, we present a new parallel algorithm for solving an existing sequential one, in the area of parallel machine scheduling [9] . The second case study solves the TSP using known parallel algorithms for the problem. We present interesting experimental results for both the above cases. It may be observed that the TSP solution may be required for manufacturing of printed circuit boards (PCBs); in this case, the machine has to solder a large number of points on the PCB and in the process the machine head has to move from one point to another on the board. A TSP results and the client for DPAC, here, would be the machine controller, with all other controllers as potential workers for DPAC.
A. Piecework Computation
We have implemented DPAC for solving a problem for scheduling independent jobs with due dates on identical, parallel machines. The problem is formulated and discussed in [9] . The problem can be stated as nonpreemptive scheduling of jobs, where each job is made up of a small number of operations that must be undertaken in a particular order. Jobs also have different due dates and different levels of importance. The objective is to minimize the total weighted quadratic tardiness of the schedule. Since this problem is NP-hard (see [9] ), an efficient near-optimal algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation is implemented.
The minimization problem is decomposed into a set of small subproblems using Lagrangian relaxation, each of which can be solved in polynomial time. To obtain a feasible solution, the dual solution found by subgradient algorithm is used to form an ordered listing of jobs. A greedy method of list scheduling is then applied to the list to assigned jobs on machines. The optimal schedule generated in this way has ability to react to dynamic changes in manufacturing systems.
The discrete time integer programming formulation of the problem is as follows (we use the notation and formulation as in [9] Tardiness of job ; equals . Weight (importance) of job . The scheduling problem can now be formulated as (1) subject to capacity constraints (2) and processing time requirements (3) Relaxing the capacity constraint by using Lagrange multiplier , the problem is decomposed as subject to processing time requirements (3) . Then the dual problem is , with
This leads to decomposed subproblem for each job [given and subject to (3)]
There are several steps to obtaining an optimal solution: solving subproblems, solving dual problems, constructing a feasible solution, and finding an optimal solution, which are discussed in [9] . We make an important observation that, in the above derivation, are the independent subproblems which can be run in parallel in DPAC. The master in DPAC takes care of updating the Lagrange multipliers , and constructs a good feasible solution (see [9] ) if an optimal one does not result. The workers, on the other hand, compute the optimal value of for all . The iterative solving scheme necessitates transfer of the values of the Lagrange multipliers from the master to the workers, and and from the workers to the master. This makes the computation a little fine grained. To facilitate this data exchange, we used JavaSpaces [24] technology where workers would deposit their current values of and after solving the subproblems, onto JavaSpace, while the master solves the Lagrangian dual problem every iteration and updates the value of the vector which is then written on the JavaSpace. It may be observed that the workers have to wait until the master computes the current value of every iteration and the master waits for all workers to submit their current values of and . This introduces some synchronization delay.
For purposes of experimentation, we also coded the sequential version of this algorithm as in [9] . We present the results of solving the above problem using DPAC in Table I . In our experiments, without loss of generality, we generated job and machine characteristics (specifically, the parameters , , , , and ) randomly. We ran our experiments on a 200-job problem with 50 iterations. We used two Pentium-III 800 MHz processors, one with 256-MB RAM running Windows 98, and the other with 64-MB RAM running Red Hat Linux. We simulated workers in DPAC by opening as many servers (ports) required as the number of workers on both the computers and running DPAC daemons on them. (The next case study presents a more realistic setting with real processors and not ports acting as workers.) We feel that this does not dilute the utility of DPAC and, in fact, it illustrates the flexibility offered by DPAC to an application programmer.
We define speed up in this case as the ratio of time taken to solve in the serial case to that of the time taken by DPAC. We find that the speed up appears to be super linear. This is indeed encouraging. However, with the above setting of having workers simulated as ports on both the computers, when we increased the number of workers to ten, the speed up was found to decrease to 1.5387, which is counterintuitive. We argue that this is because of using ports for servers, rather than individual processors themselves, since the more the number of ports, the more are the overheads on the operating system.
A more interesting application of our framework was with the solution to the TSP using the branch-and-bound technique, which is illustrated below.
B. Branch-and-Bound Computation
Branch-and-bound method intelligently enumerates all feasible points of a combinatorial optimization problem. The TSP is a computationally complex combinatorial problem.
Communication latency is too large among Internetworked processors. However, for the TSP application of branch-andbound, a weak shared memory model is sufficient. For our implementation, one shared variable is enough to perform well. All workers have a cached copy of the current minimum cost. If the worker's copy of minimum cost is stale, correctness is unaffected. However, performance suffers because it might process a partial solution that could be killed. When a worker discovers a solution with a smaller cost than its cached minimum cost, it sends this solution to the client. If client agrees that this indeed is a new minimum cost solution, it updates its cached minimum cost solution and propagates the new minimum cost solution to all workers. This propagation is handled asynchronously by a separate propagator thread, so that a worker is not blocked until all the workers have acknowledged the new bound.
We tested the performance of DPAC with TSP application. The performance was measured by recording the time to find the shortest tour in a given complete, undirected, weighted graph of 22 nodes with randomly generated edge weights. The graph is , where is the time a program takes on one processor and is the time the same program takes on processors. Therefore, strictly speaking, in a heterogeneous environment like ours, the term speedup cannot be used anymore. Even if one tries to run tests in as homogeneous a hardware setup as possible, the varying workloads on both the operating system (OS) and the network can amount to big differences in the individual performance of hosts. However, from a practical standpoint, a user running an application on DPAC with a large set of hosts will definitely see speedup; the application will run faster than on a single machine. We will use practical speedup to distinguish between the two scenarios. This definition does not incorporate machine and network load factors, it does reflect the heterogeneous nature of the set of machines.
The graph that took almost three hours to calculate on a single computer took just under four minutes on 25 machines that were also servicing students with their normal, everyday workloads.
We consider these results highly encouraging, although they need to be evaluated further with different input graphs and a higher number of machines. Fig. 8 shows the superlinear speedup in all measured configurations in our experiments. To observe superlinear speedup for the parallel TSP is quite common, due to the inherent irregularity of the input graph. For instance, say that the optimal tour is found by the sequential algorithm in one of the last pieces processed. If a parallel version finds the optimum much faster, it can spread the bound to all other hosts and they can prune the search tree much more efficiently, thus resulting in a much better running time and superlinear speedup. However, looking at results, it seems that the given test graph was very favorable to this kind of phenomenon.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss how the DPAC architecture achieves the desired properties listed in the introduction. 1) Scalability: All parts of the system are scalable. The scalability of the scheduling comes from distributed work stealing. The scalability of the applications comes from the programming model, which has no predefined limit on the usable resources, such as a target number of processors. 2) Heterogeneity: The basic heterogeneity comes from Java for free, however, we must be able to port the server and all of its libraries to each platform. In the future, we expect the number of quality Java libraries will increase dramatically. 3) Fault tolerance: The fault tolerance comes from the tree structure of the DPAC programming model. DPAC employs distributed scheduling, where a piece of work can be reassigned to an idle processor in case its result has not been reported. It is a low-overhead way of ensuring progress of failures or varying processor speeds.
4) Adaptive parallelism:
The work-stealing scheduler and the tree-structured programming model allow programs to run on a set of workers that grows and shrinks over time. When idle, the worker can automatically join the execution of a parallel program by work stealing. When the worker is no longer available, all of its subcomputations are reassigned to another worker. 5) Safety: The safety of DPAC depends on the safety of Java and of the native libraries. We take both of these for granted. Complete coverage of security and safety is beyond the scope of this paper. 6) Anonymity: We provide a relatively weak form of anonymity. A host executing a stolen subtree cannot determine the original source of the computation, since all results are collected and processed by the client. 7) Ease of use: The interface has two parts. First, users submit jobs to the local datamanager and send information about the application to the master. Second, master assigns the workers to this client so that workers can start stealing work from client and send back the results after executing those tasks. 8) Reasonable performance: Superlinear speedup has been observed in all measured configurations of our experiments conducted for TSP computations.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Parallel computing infrastructures must scale to large numbers of resources, which indicates the fundamental need for fault tolerance. Accordingly, the focus of DPAC is to provide a Javabased high-performance network computing architecture that is both scalable and fault tolerant. We supported a piecework model of computation and the branch-and-bound model of computation. The principal requirement of branch-and-bound computation is broadcasting a new bound from the worker that discovered it to all other workers. The semantically weak sharedmemory model is sufficient for branch-and-bound computation. Many combinatorial optimization versions of NP-hard problems are solved with branch-and-bound (e.g., Integer Linear Programming Problem). We conjecture that all such problems are well suited for the Java-based distributed and parallel computing, DPAC.
We have presented an approach to distribute application code in a scalable manner through the master, which acts as a code cache for the workers connected to it. We have also implemented a distributed task scheduler, providing essential fault tolerance. DPAC has adopted the master-worker paradigm which makes it simple for the application programmer to program, and can neatly handle an environment where resources are unreliable; the users can also easily incorporate heterogenous resources for computation.
Future work includes addressing limitations due to network latency and exploiting different paradigms, such as having a hierarchy of masters that control the computation. Correctness checking, checkpointing for partial work recovery, and including the accounting mechanisms into DPAC are some more core issues that merit our attention. Tanmay Waghmare received the B.E. degree in mechanical engineering from Shivaji University, India, and, in 2000, the M.E. degree in computer science from the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India.
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